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Background 
Calculations by slide rule fundamentally involve transferring lengths from one logarithmic scale 
to another. A Bygrave slide rule consists of two concentric cylindrical scales which are popularly 
described as being an inner (log-)cotangent scale and an outer (log-)cosine scale.  Although the 
nomenclature is self-consistent log cot() and log cos() are both decreasing functions of  and 
the latter is always negative. It is therefore more natural to describe the scales as being log-
tangent and log-secant scales respectively. Here the standard nomenclature for the scales will be 
retained but the formulas evaluated by the Bygrave will be written in terms of tan() and sec() 
which simplifies the interpretation of the operations being performed. 

In Gary Lapook's original flat Bygrave https://sites.google.com/site/fredienoonan/other-flight-
navigation-information/modern-bygrave-slide-rule transferring lengths between scales was 
achieved by having the cosine scale printed on transparent material that could be overlaid on the 
cotangent scale. In order to ensure that any required angle can be accessed without running off 
the edge of the sheet all values on the scale appear twice. That is to say, an angle marker 
appearing near the middle of some row in the scale will be repeated on the left hand side of the 
scale in the next row up. 

In 2014 http://fer3.com/arc/m2.aspx/Flat-Bygrave-alternative-configuration-Stuart-mar-2014-
g27166 I pointed out that this repetition could be avoided if two 0 markers were provided on the 
cosine scale. One of these sits at the left hand end of the bottom row and the other is at the right 
hand end of the next, unprinted, row down. This means that the scale lengths can be doubled for 
the same area of paper compared to the original design. The procedures for using them is 
analogous to those of a standard slide rule in which, depending on where the numbers fall, either 
the left or right hand end of the sliding scale is aligned with a number on the fixed scale. 

Postscript code for producing Bygrave scales with full explanations in various configurations can 
be found here http://fer3.com/arc/m2.aspx/Postscript-code-for-making-Bygrave-Scales-Stuart-
jan-2015-g29918. Additional information concerning configuring Ghostscript can be found here 
http://fer3.com/arc/m2.aspx/flat-Bygrave-Stuart-feb-2017-g38421. 

Before his passing in 2015 Hanno Ix experimented with this design and used a beam compass to 
transfer lengths from one scale to the other http://fer3.com/arc/m2.aspx/Flat-Bygrave-alternative-
configuration-Stuart-jul-2014-g28182. These scales were designed to be printed on A3 paper. 
When using a beam compass it is necessary to keep track of the number of horizontal rows the 
compass pointers span and preserve this when transferring lengths between scales. In order to 
assist in this he had me number the rows in both scales. He also had me label the two cosine 
scale pointers “A” and “B” to aid in explaining the steps required to perform calculations 
http://fer3.com/arc/m2.aspx/Borrowed-Bygrave-Stuart-jan-2016-g34208. Although Hanno 
seemed to be satisfied with this approach I always thought it was inconvenient and that there 



must be an easier way keep track of this information without having to perform any mental 
subtractions. 

I have built a prototype “square compass” that satisfies this requirements. It consists of pointers 
that slide on 2 arms at right angles to each other. One of the arms is laid parallel to the horizontal 
scales when setting the pointers and the orientation is maintained when moving to the other 
scale. The compass arms however do not need to precisely aligned with the scales. They only 
need to be placed accurately enough so that there is no doubt about how many rows are spanned 
in the vertical direction. It is the distance between the tips of the primary importance here. The 
pointers should however always be placed on the same part of the scale - either the thicker base 
line or thinner index line that runs parallel.  

The formulas that the original cylindrical Bygrave evaluates are derived from Napier’s rules for 
spherical right triangles. Because of its design only those rules that contain combinations of 
tangent and cosine functions can be used. A flat Bygrave and compass are free from this 
constraint and in principle can be used to evaluate Napier’s rules that contain only sines or 
cosines. For example the azimuth, Z, at which an object at declination, , rises for an observer at 
latitude, L, is given by 
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  or logsec logsec log secZ L   , where  = 90 , and can be computed using 

the cosine scale alone. 

Example 
To demonstrate the use of the square compass in conjunction with the flat Bygrave the 
calculation given as an example in the A.M.L. Position Line Slide instructions (attached) will be 
replicated. 

Latitude, L:  36 51.6 N. 
Hour Angle, H: 53 15.3 E. 
Declination, d:  10 27 S. 

Co-latitude, c:   53 8.4 

Step 1 
Compute y; tan tan secy d H   

Place the horizontal arm pointer tip on zero position B of cosine scale and the vertical arm 
pointer on the local hour angle, H, on the cosine scale. Zero position B is chosen in favour of 
zero position A as it remains within the scale boundaries when the setting is transferred to the 
cotangent scale. 



 

Place the horizontal arm pointer on the declination, d, on the cotangent scale and read 
 y = 17 8.0 from the vertical arm pointer. There are two supplementary labels on the scale 
markings. If the local hour angle, H < 90 in magnitude then y < 90 and its value should be read 
from the right hand label. If H > 90 then y > 90 and its value should be read from the 
supplementary angle on the left. 



 

Step 2 
Form Y from y and co-latitude, c, adding y to c if the declination, d, and latitude, L, are of the 

same name and subtracting if they are of opposite names; 36 0.4Y y c   . 

Compute z; tan tan secz H Y   
This is an intermediate quantity that is the length of the dashed side of the spherical triangle 
shown on page 2 of the Bygrave instructions. 

Place the horizontal arm pointer tip on zero position A of cosine scale and the vertical arm 
pointer on Y on the cosine scale. Zero position A is chosen in favour of zero position B as it 
remains within the scale boundaries when the setting is transferred to the cotangent scale. 



 

Place the horizontal arm pointer on the local hour angle, H, on the cotangent scale and read 
 z = 58 52.2 from the vertical arm pointer. 

 



Step 3 
Compute azimuth angle A; tan tan / secA z y   

Place the horizontal arm pointer tip on zero position A of cosine scale and the vertical arm 
pointer on y on the cosine scale. Zero position A is chosen in favour of zero position B as it 
remains within the scale boundaries when the setting is transferred to the cotangent scale. 

 

Place the vertical arm pointer on z on the cotangent scale and read the azimuth angle,  
A = 57 42.4, from the horizontal pointer. Once again if Y < 90 in magnitude then A < 90 and 
its value should be read from the right hand label. If Y > 90 then A > 90 and its value should be 
read from the supplementary angle on the left. The azimuth, Zn, is obtained from A by reading it 
from the opposite pole as the name of the latitude, south in this case, and to the east or west 
according to whether the local hour angle, H, is east or west.  

Hence the azimuth is S 57 42.4 E or Zn =122 17.6. 

 



 

Step 4 
Compute altitude a; tan tan / seca Y A   

Place the horizontal arm pointer tip on zero position B of cosine scale and the vertical arm 
pointer on the azimuth angle, A, on the cosine scale. Zero position B is chosen in favour of zero 
position A as it remains within the scale boundaries when the setting is transferred to the 
cotangent scale. 

 



 

Place the vertical arm pointer on Y on the cotangent scale and read the altitude a = 21 13.1 from 
the horizontal arm pointer. 

 

 



A Short Cut 
In many, but not all, instances it is possible to combine Step 2 and 3 into a single operation 
without computing the intermediate quantity, z, and without running off the end of the cotangent 
scale. 

Compute azimuth angle A; tan tan sec / secA H Y y   

Place the horizontal arm pointer tip on y and the vertical arm pointer on Y on the cosine scale. 

 

Place the horizontal arm pointer on the local hour angle, H, on the cotangent scale and read the 
azimuth angle, A = 57 42.4, from the vertical arm pointer. Follow the instructions under Step 3 
on how to interpret it and obtain Zn. 
 



 










